US DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION BUILD GRANT APPLICATION

DRIVE TO PROSPERITY: MANUFACTURING DRIVE
AND BLUFF BOULEVARD RECONSTRUCTION
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I. Project Description
The Drive to Prosperity: Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard Reconstruction Project (www.
drivetoprosperity.com) will reconstruct approximately 4.0 miles of Manufacturing Drive and Bluff
Boulevard from US Route 30 to 7th Avenue North. The reconstruction includes reconstruction of two
bridges, converting the roadway into a 3-lane section, adding a roundabout, interconnected traffic
signals, separating sewer and sanitary lines, including bio-swells to capture rainwater and filter
storm water. The project will reduce runoff volume, improve water quality, improve and upgrade
traffic signals, add sidewalks and a bicycle route, add transit shelters and will include intersection
modifications for this vital artery of rural Clinton, Iowa. In addition to providing much needed safe
access for the businesses along Manufacturing Drive, the project will also serve as a gateway
for the area along Bluff Blvd that has been identified as an Opportunity Zone. This project will
provide a safe and easy access to the more than 300 expected students who use this road to travel
from the Ashford campus to the high school.

Manufacturing Drive and South Bluffs Boulevard Intersection (looking South)
By addressing intersection improvements, sight distance improvements, horizontal and vertical
alignment, lane width, and drainage, the project will reduce the number and severity of crashes.
The project will improve pavement that is currently in poor condition and will reduce the impacts
of flooding on the roadways, such as reducing pollutants entering the storm water system and
preventing vehicles from traversing the flooded roadway. In addition, this project will replace two
bridges that are currently too low and too narrow, relieve congestion on the heaviest traveled road
in this rural community, allow for partnerships for improved essential services to include water,
energy and fiber optics, and remedy the flooding problems that have plagued this 4.0 mile stretch
for close to 100 years. The project will convert the existing roadway to three lanes throughout the
entire corridor. This conversion will reduce the number in crashes by about a half, from the 262
crashes that have occurred over the last 5 years. This heavily traveled road supports over 4 million
vehicles per year and between 10,000–15,000 vehicles per day. The Iowa DOT average daily traffic
map can be found here. In addition, this project will remove truck traffic from Harts Mill road which
is a parallel road. This project will be a springboard for other transportation improvements
as outlined in the City of Clinton 2032 Comprehensive Plan which will turn around the City’s
economic and population decline.
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The following sections provide additional information about geometric, safety, ADA access and
bike path improvements along the Drive to Prosperity project corridor. A strip map showing
the proposed improvements along the entire project corridor is available here and a brief video
highlighting some of the improvements is presented here.

Manufacturing Drive – US Route 30 to Valley West Drive

This section will include the removal of the existing 2-lane, 22-foot wide, concrete road that is
the middle two lanes of this 4-lane section. These two center lanes are nearly 100 years old and
structurally deficient. This section of Manufacturing Drive was widened from 2-lanes to the current
4-lane section in 2010 as part of a $1.5 million enhancement project. This section will include a
hot mix asphalt overlay, construction of an off-road bike path on the south side of the street, and
construction of a roundabout at the intersection of Manufacturing Drive and Valley West Drive. The
hot mix asphalt overlay will allow the section to look consistent and permit the conversion of the
4-lane roadway to a 3-lane roadway. This section has experienced 262 crashes over the last 5 years.
The 3-lane road will have two through lanes and a center two-way-left-turn lane. By constructing a
roundabout at Valley West Drive instead of the traffic signal there will reduce vehicle crashes, lower
emissions, decrease traffic delay, and decrease operating and maintenance costs. The conversion of
the roadway to 3-lanes will reduce the crash rate on this section.

Manufacturing Drive and US Route 30 Intersection (looking northeast)
Other innovative improvements will include LED street lights, numerous tree plantings, and a joint
utility trench.

Manufacturing Drive – Valley West Drive to South 19th Street

This section of Manufacturing Drive will include the removal of existing rural 2-lane, 22-foot
wide, concrete road which is over 100 years old and is structurally deficient.
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Manufacturing Drive at Mill Creek with Nestle Purina on the right (looking North)
The roadway will be reconstructed as a 3-lane urban roadway with curb and gutter. The 3-lane road
will have two through lanes and a center two-way-left-turn lane. This will add the necessary capacity
to mitigate congestion caused by left turning vehicles.
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US Route 30 to South 14th Street
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South 14th Street to 7th Avenue North

Proposed Typical Sections
Clinton, IA - Manufacturing Drive and South Bluff Boulevard
Typical Roadway Sections
Right
turn lanes will be added at the driveway entrance to Nestle Purina, South 21st Street, and South
th
19 Street to improve safety at this intersection. This will alleviate peak hour congestion at the busiest
intersections by getting slower, right turning traffic out of the through lanes and reduce accidents.
Nestle Purina particularly has heavy congestion around shift changes. The two bridges over Harts
Mill Creek and Mill Creek will be replaced. These bridges are not wide enough to accommodate an
additional lane, bike path, and sidewalk. The replacement bridges will also be increased in length
and widened to allow for greater hydraulic area under the bridge. This will reduce flooding on
Manufacturing Drive and the surrounding area.
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FLOOD WATER
FLOOD WATER

Flooding at Nestle Purina in July 2017. Circles indicate location of the bridges proposed for
replacement. (looking south); photo credit: Clinton KCWQ & Clinton Herald
A new storm sewer system will be constructed along this section to collect storm water from the
right-of-way and discharge to nearby creeks and streams. The existing ditch sections are flat and
are consistently filled with stagnant water, even during extended dry periods. The new storm sewer
system will consist of storm water treatment systems where runoff enters the right-of-way from
private parking lots. Bioretention cells, rain
gardens, and bioreactors along each side
of the right-of-way will be both functional
and aesthetically pleasing to the traveling
public. There is expected to be a significant
reduction in pollutant loads to Mill Creek
with this improvement.
A 10-wide bike path will be constructed
on the south side of Manufacturing Drive
and a 5-wide sidewalk on the north side of
Manufacturing Drive. Both the sidewalk
and bike path will go across both proposed
bridges. Since the right-of-way in this section
of Manufacturing Drive was never developed
as part of a subdivision, a proper pedestrian
pathway was never installed. This bike path
will connect the residential districts of Bluff
Boulevard to the Valley Bluff commercial
shopping district. Other amenities, such as
park benches and picnic tables could be added
along the path.
Traffic signals will be replaced at South
19th Street intersection. This signal will be
interconnected to the other signals on the
corridor to allow for progression of traffic.

Manufacturing Drive just south of South 19th
Street during recent flooding in June 2018.
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Emergency preemption will be added to the traffic signal to assist with emergency response.
Other innovative improvements will include LED street lights, numerous tree plantings, and a joint
utility trench.

Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Blvd – South 19th Street to South 14th Street

The intersection of South Bluff Boulevard and Manufacturing Drive will be realigned to create a
90-degree intersection with 13th Avenue South. The current alignment is uncomfortably close to
College Avenue, and re-alignment will also allow better site distance in all directions. At certain times
of the day, it can be difficult to turn out into traffic from South Bluff Boulevard onto Manufacturing
Drive. This re-alignment, along with addition of right turn lanes, will improve capacity at this
intersection and reduce crashes.
The intersection of College Avenue will have right turn lanes added to increase capacity and remove
the traffic from the through lane. The traffic signal will be replaced and interconnected to the other
signals on the corridor to allow for progression of traffic. Emergency preemption will be added to
the traffic signal to assist with emergency response.

EXISTING

PROPOSED

The sharp angled intersection of S. 19th Street will be changed to a 90 degree intersection and
the north leg will be removed to increase the safety of the residential neighborhood.
The intersection of South 14th Street will be realigned to create a 90-degree intersection. Right turn
lanes will be added northbound and the traffic signal will be replaced. The signal will be interconnected
to the other signals on the corridor to allow for progression of traffic. Emergency preemption will
be added to the traffic signal to assist with emergency response. These improvements will increase
capacity and reduce queuing leading to reduced crashes and improve the safety of this intersection.
The existing narrow sidewalk along the south side of the street will be removed and replaced with
a 10-wide bike path. A new 5-wide sidewalk will be installed on the north side of the street. These
enhancements will improve the access to the school and connect the bike path along Manufacturing
Drive to the proposed South 14th Street bike path. The planned bike and pedestrian routes can be
found in the City of Clinton 2032 Comprehensive Plan.
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A new storm sewer system will be constructed along this section to collect storm water from the
right-A new storm sewer system will be constructed along this section to collect storm water from
the right-of-way and discharge to nearby creeks and streams. The existing ditch sections are flat
and are consistently filled with stagnant water, even during extended dry periods. Bioretention
cells, rain gardens, and bioreactors along each side of the right-of-way will be both functional
and aesthetically pleasing to the traveling public. Flash flooding events will be reduced by these
improvements.
Other improvements include sanitary sewer improvements where necessary, LED street lights, a
joint utility trench, and numerous tree plantings throughout the of right-of-way.

Bluff Boulevard – South 14th Street to 7th Avenue North

This section will include the reconstruction of existing 4-lane roadway to a 3-lane roadway with
a center turn two-way-left-turn lane and curb and gutter. This center turn lane will service all
intersections and driveways along this corridor and will increase capacity to accommodate future
growth.
The following intersections will be redesigned, and improvements made which will reduce crashes:
• South 19th Street – Realigned to 90-degree intersection to the south and a hammerhead will
be installed to the north where South 19th will no longer connect to Manufacturing Drive.
• 8th Avenue South – Realigned to 90-degree intersection. Right turn lanes will also be added
northbound on Bluff Boulevard
• 7th Avenue South/Thorwaldsen Place – Realigned to 90-degree intersection. Right turn lanes
will also be added on Bluff Boulevard. Traffic signal will be replaced, and radii will be widened.
• Melrose Court – Realigned to 90-degree intersection.
• Kenilworth Court – Cul-de-sac will be installed, and road will no longer connect into Bluff
Boulevard.
• 7th Avenue North – Realigned to 90-degree intersection.
• 4th Avenue South – Realigned to 90-degree intersection.
• 3rd Avenue South – Cul-de-sac will be installed, and road will no longer connect into Bluff
Boulevard.
• 2nd Avenue South – Traffic signal will be replaced
• 1st Avenue West – Realigned to 90-degree intersection.
• Locust Place – Cul-de-sac will be installed, and road will no longer connect into Bluff
Boulevard.
• Adams Place – Cul-de-sac will be installed, and road will no longer connect into Bluff
Boulevard.
• 3rd Avenue North – Cul-de-sac will be installed, and road will no longer connect into Bluff
Boulevard.
• 4th Avenue North/Springdale Drive – Realigned to 90-degree intersection and create an
intersection with both streets at a proper alignment. Right turn lanes will be added on Bluff
Boulevard.
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EXISTING

PROPOSED

Bluff Boulevard & 4th Avenue North/Springdale Drive Intersection (looking north)
The project will eliminate the existing narrow
reverse curve along Bluff Boulevard between
Woodland Drive and 4th Avenue South. This will
allow the project to meet the design criteria for the
project.
The existing narrow sidewalk along the south side
of the street will be removed and replaced with a
proposed 5-wide sidewalk with space between the
sidewalk and street. This will improve safe access
to the school.
A new storm sewer system will be constructed
along this section to collect storm water from
the right-of-way and discharge to nearby creeks
and streams. Bioretention cells, rain gardens, and
bioreactors will be installed where space permits.
These enhancements will alleviate flash flooding
events. Sanitary and storm sewer separation will
be completed in this section of Bluff Boulevard.

Existing reverse curve on Bluff Boulevard
between Woodland Avenue and 4th Avenue
South.

The two traffic signals that will be replaced will be
interconnected to the other signals on the corridor
with fiberoptic to allow for progression of traffic.
Emergency preemption will be added to the traffic
signal to assist with emergency response.
Other improvements include sanitary sewer
improvements where necessary, LED street lights,
joint utility trench, and numerous tree plantings
throughout the vast expanse of right-of-way.

Existing sidewalk adjacent to Bluff Boulevard
near 1st Avenue West (looking north)
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II. Project Location
The Drive to Prosperity project is in the City of Clinton, Iowa. The City of Clinton is the county
seat of Clinton county and the further most east City in Iowa. City of Clinton is long, narrow, and
adjacent to the Mississippi River. The Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard is the critical node
that connects business and citizens to the river, manufacturing, commercial business. The project
begins at the south end at US Route 30 and terminates at the north end at 7th Avenue North. See the
project location map is presented in Figure 1.

N
Figure 1. Project Location Map
Of the seven census tracts (2010) that make up the City of Clinton. The Drive to Prosperity
project is in four of the seven census tracts. In 2010 the population of Clinton was 26,885.
This project is located in the Clinton, IA-IL Urban Cluster Number 17938 and is classified as a
Rural project as defined by Section 3.C.ii of the Build Grant Notice of Funding Opportunity.
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Project Parties

The City of Clinton appreciates and sincerely thanks the many parties and partners who have
pledged support to the City of Clinton Drive to Prosperity Project include Federal, State and Local
representatives, businesses, schools, medical, bike clubs and a group called Clinton Progress Coalition
which include citizens who unanimously support this project. Of note are Iowa American Water,
Alliant Energy, and Mediacom who have committed to participate in the project. Iowa American
Water has a $2.9 million program for upgrading services along the project corridor. Alliant Energy
will partner with the City to concurrently install underground electrical infrastructure in concrete
vaults. Mediacom has committed to provide all labor and materials for installation of conduit duct
system for existing and future fiber optic facilities.
The City has also received a letter from Cindy Hufford, Commander of the American Veterans Post
28. The Hufford family has experienced the pain of losing a loved one because of a fatal incident
that occurred in the project limits in April 2015.
Resolution by the Clinton City Council expressing unanimous support for the project, support letters
form the entire Iowa Congressional delegation and other partners who have expressed support for
the project can be found here.
The City of Clinton commits to passing an amended resolution with approved grant application
funding.
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III. Grant Funds, Sources and Uses of all Project Funds
The total estimated project budget is $29.4 million. This cost includes engineering, construction,
property acquisition, and privately funded improvements by Iowa American Water. The Drive to
Prosperity project is requesting $18.5 million from the BUILD Grant. The following is the budget
broken down by fiscal year and fund source.
Drive to Prosperity - Manufacturing Drive + Bluff Boulevard Project Budget
Funding Source

FY 2021*

Local – City of Clinton

FY 2022*

FY 2023*

FY 2024*

Total

$1,000,000 100.0% $1,000,000 14.5% $1,000,000 5.6% $500,000 14.3% $3,500,000 11.9%

Local – Iowa DOT

0.0%

Local – Iowa American Water

0.0% $2,900,000 42.0%

BUILD Grant

0.0% $3,000,000 43.5% $13,200,000 73.3% $2,300,000 65.7% $18,500,000 62.3%

Total

$1,000,000

0.0% $3,800,000 21.1% $700,000 20.0% $4,500,000 15.3%

$6,900,000

0.0%

$18,000,000

0.0% $2,900,000 9.9%

$3,500,000

$29,400,000

*FY 2021 is Iowa DOT Financial year beginning July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022
Figure 2. Funding Sources by Fiscal Year
Figure 3 is a chart showing the percentage of funding from each source. As can be seen the local
partners have committed to contribute $10,900,000 to the project. This commitment represents 37
percent of the total cost. This grant application requests BUILD funding of $18,500,000 representing
63 percent of the total cost.

BUILD Grant Percentages
Local Match
$10.9 million
37%

BUILD Grant
$18.5 million
63%

Local Match

Build Grant Request

Figure 3. Federal to Local Match Percentage
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Figure 4 is a chart showing the percentages for each of the local partners. Each partner is contributing
over 9 percent each.
BUILD Grant Percentages by Fund Source
City of Clinton, $3,500,000 ,
11.9%

Iowa DOT , $4,500,000 ,
15.3%

City of Clinton
Iowa DOT
Iowa American Water
BUILD Grant

BUILD Grant , $18,500,000 ,
62.9%

Iowa American Water,
$2,900,000 , 9.9%

Figure 4. Percentage of Funding Sources
Below is the budget showing the breakdown of the $29.4M project cost by each category.
Drive to Prosperity - Manufacturing Drive + Bluff Boulevard Project Expenditures
Funding Source

FY 2021*

FY 2022*

FY 2023*

$500,000 50.0%

Design Engineering

$500,000 50.0% $1,900,000 24.4% $1,900,000 11.1% $500,000 14.3% $4,800,000 16.3%

Total

0.0%

0.0%

Total

Right-of-Way
Construction

0.0%

FY 2024*

$500,000

1.7%

0.0% $5,900,000 75.6% $15,200,000 88.9% $3,000,000 85.7% $24,100,000 82.0%
$1,000,000

$7,800,000

$17,100,000

$3,500,000

$29,400,000

Figure 5. Expenditures by Categories
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Drive to Prosperity - Project Expenditures by Fiscal Year
$18,000,000
$16,000,000
$14,000,000

Amount

$12,000,000
$10,000,000
Right-of-Way
$8,000,000

Design Engineering
Construction

$6,000,000
$4,000,000
$2,000,000
$0

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

FY 2024

Fiscal Year

Figure 6. Expenditures by Fiscal Year
Both the Iowa DOT and our regional planning association (ECIA) have pledged their support to
the project and will work with the City to amend the State Transportation Improvement Program to
include the BUILD grant in the program.
These costs do not include costs for improvement committed by Mediacom and Alliant Energy.
Mediacom has committed to provide all labor and materials for installation of conduit duct system
for existing and future fiber optic facilities. Alliant Energy will partner with the City to concurrently
install underground electrical infrastructure in concrete vaults.

IV.

Selection Criteria

The Drive to Prosperity is a multifaceted project meeting all primary and secondary selection
criteria in the BUILD Grant.

Primary Selection Criteria
a. Safety

Over the past 5 years, there have been 262 traffic crashes along the Manufacturing Drive and Bluff
Boulevard corridor. The location of these crashes can be observed in Figure 7. The project goal
is to reduce the number of crash for the safety of those who travel this road. The improvements
proposed as part of Drive to Prosperity project can decrease the crash rate by up to 47% based
on information available from FHWA (https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/road_diets/).
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N

Figure 7. Crash Map
Vehicle Safety:
• Converting the roadway from 4-lane to 3-lane will drastically reduce the amount of crashes
on the roadway. Four lane undivided roadways in urban areas can experience a degradation
of service for numerous reasons. The existence of turning vehicles within through lanes
causes congestion and vehicle crashes, which can be mitigated by inclusion of a dedicated
through lane. With turning traffic removed from the through lanes, vehicles can move
unencumbered throughout the corridor until they reach their destination. Further, for traffic
volumes up to 17,000 vehicles per day, one through lane is all that is needed to properly
convey traffic provided left turning vehicles are removed from this lane. For these reasons,
among others, it is desirable to construct the entire corridor as a 3-lane roadway. This will
improve safety and capacity of both Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard. Studies by
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) have found a crash reduction of up to 47 percent
can be achieved by converting a roadway to 3-lanes.
• Installing a roundabout at Valley West Drive will significantly reduce serious read-end,
head on, and sideswipe collisions.
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EXISTING

PROPOSED

Manufacturing Drive and Valley West Drive
• The project will straighten of the reverse curves on Bluff Boulevard between Woodland
Avenue and 4th Avenue South. The roadway width is narrow and water from the bluff drains
onto the roadway carrying mud at times onto the roadway. Eliminating these curves will
increase sight distance and provide an appropriate roadway width.

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Reverse curve between Woodland Avenue and 4th Avenue South
• Most of the residential side streets intersections will be re-aligned from skewed to 90-degree
intersections. This will improve sight distance at these intersections.

EXISTING

PROPOSED

90-degree intersections at 18th Street and South Bluff Boulevard
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Pedestrian/Bicycle Safety:
• There will be a 5-foot wide sidewalk installed the complete length of the corridor. The
sidewalk will be setback from the edge of the roadway to provide safer accommodations.
In addition, a bicycle path will be installed between US Route 30 and South 14th Street
where it will tie into a future bike path. This path will allow bicyclist of all skill levels and
abilities to ride along Manufacturing Drive.

EXISTING

PROPOSED

Existing sidewalk north of 2nd Avenue South (looking north)
EXISTING

PROPOSED

Existing sidewalk north of 8th Avenue South (looking north)
Emergency Response:
• Emergency response times will be improved with this project. All traffic signals on this
project will include emergency preemption which will allow emergency responders to drive
safely while not having to slow down at each traffic signal and intersection. This will also
allow vehicles to move away from the intersection in the direction the emergency vehicle
is traveling making it safer for the responders, so they do not have to cross into opposing
traffic. Currently the south end of the project is two-lane and emergency responders must
weave between opposing traffic since there is no room to pull over. The addition of a third
center turn lane will allow for more room for vehicle to get out of the way of the responders
thus increasing response times and reducing potential crashes due to unsafe movements.
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b. State of Good Repair

Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard is the second busiest roadway in the City of Clinton,
yet there are certain stretches of the road that are lacking in good repair and capacity. While the
City of Clinton has enhanced funding to the pavement management program over the past several
years, the City has focused primarily on residential and collector streets. The City has allocated
future spending along Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard but lacks the capital funds
and borrowing capacity to improve the network to a condition consistent with the needs of the
community.
Development along the Valley Bluff commercial district where Walmart, Kohls, and other commercial
business are located and industrial development in the Manufacturing Meadows tech park has
increased the vehicle traffic throughout this corridor. While the development is certainly welcome
and appreciated, the City was not prepared financially for this change in traffic. A total reconstruction
of the corridor is in order and will be possible with the BUILD Grant.
Currently, the City of Clinton Street Division of the Public Works Department has six personnel
responsible for maintaining and repairing approximately 145 center-line miles of streets in the City.
Construction contracts are executed when large maintenance projects are needed to be completed.
Everyday operations which city staff complete include street sweeping, repairing small sized
roadways including maintenance and repair of seals, potholes, concrete, gravel and asphalt roads,
alleys, cleaning, sign maintenance including retro-reflectivity requirements, and flood control.
With the reconstruction of Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard, the City of Clinton can
continue to spend its resources on other residential and collector streets, thereby improving the
entire city street network.

c. Economic Competitiveness

The Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard roadway has 116 total business within 1 block
of the road as shown by the zoning map in Figure 8. The total number of businesses are divided
and organized into 18 Manufacturing and 98 Service/Retail. In addition, there are 6,065,511 square
feet of commercial, retail, and manufacturing space being utilized on 548 acres of land with 3,604
employees. This grant will provide the current businesses a safe and environmentally sound
roadway that will not only optimize the transportation needs of these businesses but increase the
possibility for expansion leading to additional jobs and increasing the economic competitiveness
of the City.
The Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard corridor is a major artery through the heart of Clinton
serving commuters to businesses and commercial parks on the west end of Clinton. The road services
businesses with direct access to Manufacturing Drive, such as Nestle Purina, among many other
businesses. Improvement of this roadway will increase the overall efficiency of movement of people
and goods to these businesses, allowing the City of Clinton to save money and stimulate further
development of the area where possible. This will also provide an alternative freight route to industries
on South 19th Street and South 21st Street. Overall well- being of commuters and employees will be
improved by simultaneous enhancements to the safety and capacity of the corridor.
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N

Figure 8. Zoning Map
The northern boundary of Clinton’s Opportunity Zone is Bluff Boulevard from South 14th Street to
7th Avenue. Reconstruction of Bluff Boulevard will allow this area to spur investment and regrowth
which is a primary goal of the Opportunity Zone. Regrowth is important to this area since the City
of Clinton has seen a 4.3 percent decline in population since the 2010 census according to the
Iowa Data Center. This is a loss of about 1,200 residents.
The US Department of the Treasury recently designated a portion of the area served by Bluff
Boulevard as an Opportunity Zone. Clinton’s Opportunity Zone is one of 62 zones designated
in the State of Iowa. The limits of the opportunity zone are seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Limits of Clinton's Opportunity Zone

d. Environmental Sustainability

The Drive to Prosperity project will promote the environment through several specific improvements.
Treating Storm Water Runoff:
• The design will include construction of Bioretention cells, Bio-swales, permeable pavement,
underground filtration rock chambers, among other practices aimed at improving quality of
the storm water runoff and thereby decreasing harmful pollutants to the Mississippi River
receiving waters. Specific bioretention areas and underground chambers will be aimed at
collecting and treating runoff before transmission to the trunk storm sewers and eventually
to the Mississippi River. The tributary area to the Drive to Prosperity project shown in
Figure 10 is approximately 600 acres. All proposed green infrastructure components
will be constructed such that the quality of effluent waters from this drainage basin is
substantively and quantifiable improved.
Sanitary Sewer Separation:
• The City of Clinton would separate the storm and sanitary sewers that are currently
combined along Bluff Boulevard between 8th Avenue South and 7th Avenue North. This
will assist the City with its objective of the reduction of basement backups throughout the
Basin 6 area. With this funding opportunity, the City could more easily reconstruct storm
and sanitary sewer networks in this area. In addition to reducing basement backups from
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the combined sewer system, innovative storm sewer design will eliminate street ponding
and flash flooding at the lowest areas of Bluff Boulevard. The Iowa DNR specifies the
following designated uses for the Mississippi River segment: primary contact recreation
(Class A1), warm water wildlife and aquatic life uses (Class B (WW-a)), and human health
(Class HH). The most recent Section 305(b) report included this segment of the Mississippi
River as “not supporting” for the Class B(WW-1) designation due to violations of Iowa’s
chronic criterion for aluminum and cadmium in water. As a result, this Mississippi River
Segment is now included in Iowa’s EPA approved Section 303 (d) Impaired Water List. The
contaminants causing this status of impairment over the years include: organic enrichment,
bacteria, metals, and nutrients. It is a goal of the City of Clinton to do its part to improve
the discharges to the Mississippi River. The City has included storm water BMPs in all its
sewer separation and storm sewer improvement projects.
• As part of a large drainage and sewer basin known as “Basin 6”, this project is a crucial
element to the City’s Long-Term Control Plan for Combined Sewer Overflow, which has
been approved by consent decree with the Iowa DNR. Per the consent decree, the City is
presently under enforcement practices to separate all sewers within Basin 6. The project,
which is under way, will continue until 2037 and includes parts of Bluff Boulevard, which
will be designed and constructed by this project. The project will include all new storm
sewer intakes and conveyance system, which will provide adequate storm drainage of the
project area directly to the large diameter storm sewers on 3rd Avenue South and 7th Avenue
North, which will also limit overflow of combined sewers in and around Bluff Boulevard.

N
Figure 10. Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard Tributary Area
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The new storm sewer system paralleling Bluff Boulevard will improve the quality and control
the quantity of storm water runoff and reduce combined sewer overflows. The proposed Drive to
Prosperity project will implement a variety of storm water Best Management Practices to reduce the
contaminant concentrations and volume of storm water runoff from the Bluff Boulevard Drainage
Basin. In doing so, it will also reduce the quantity of storm water entering the City’s combined
sewer system, and correspondingly the volume of raw sewage overflows to the Mississippi River.
The reduced organics, solids, metals, bacteria, and nutrients discharges to the Mississippi River
accompany reductions of storm water and combined sewer discharges.
As outlined in the Economic Profile of the Upper Mississippi River Region, March 1999, “the
Mississippi River is critical to our economic well-being. Individuals and businesses have come to
rely on the river for transportation, water, food, recreation, and a variety of other goods and services.
As a result, the regional economies surrounding the river, as well as the national economy, benefit
from careful conservation and management of the Mississippi.” As such, the proposed Drive to
Prosperity project is consistent with efforts to mitigate annual pollutant loads to this important river.
Creek Flooding:
• As a part of the Drive to Prosperity project, the bridges over Harts Mills Creek and
Mill Creek will be raised, lengthened, and the widened to provide more hydraulic area.
This design can be seen in the plan and profiles here. This will reduce flooding incidents
impacting the road and surrounding business. The project will be coordinated with Nestle
Purina who is planning additional flood control on their property.

Flooding at Nestle Purina July 2017
Vehicle Emissions:
• There are several components of this project which will reduce vehicle emissions to the
environment, mainly by decreasing delays at all intersections and key private access points.
This includes a potential roundabout in place of the signalization at Valley West Drive, realignment of several street intersections, constructing dedicated right and left turn lanes at
intersections throughout the corridor, and installing fiber to coordinate all the traffic signals.
LED Lighting:
• The project will use solar powered LED street lights. LED lights will replace the current
lamps and provide a more direct and dark-sky friendly approach to lighting our pedestrian
and vehicular paths along this corridor. This will provide a more pleasant walking experience
at night while reducing kilowatt hours and greenhouse gas emissions.
Recycled Pavement:
• All pavement that is removed will be recycled and used as base and backfill on the project.
This will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reducing the shipment of materials to the site.
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e. Quality of Life

The Drive to Prosperity project will include the reconstruction and enhancement of the second
busiest transportation corridor in Clinton. The project will increase access to commercial areas of
Clinton for all residents by increasing capacity and safety of the corridor. It is likely that traffic
volume will increase after project completion, as residents will see the newly enhanced roadway
as a convenient and pleasing route to major destinations on the west end of Clinton. Common
destinations on the west end of Clinton include Walmart, Wild Rose Casino, Hobby Lobby, Kohl’s,
Aldi, and at least 40 other businesses tailored to daily commercial uses. Manufacturing Drive and
Bluff Boulevard serve as the main arterial route to these locations for at least half of the town,
stretching from 13th Avenue North past the downtown to the Bluff Boulevard and Manufacturing
Meadows districts.
In addition to commercial access, Manufacturing Drive is home to one of the largest employers in
the City, Nestle Purina. At certain times of the day, Manufacturing Drive becomes the busiest street
in town for 15 to 30 minutes at shift change, causing an unsafe and slow period of travel along
Manufacturing Drive. Adding turn lanes and other enhancements along the street will alleviate this
congestion, which will vastly reduce commute time for workers and all motorists during this time.
Bluff Boulevard includes direct access to numerous schools including Bluff Elementary, the new
STEM campus for the Clinton Community School District and Clinton Community College. As
a major bus transportation corridor, it is important for the quality of life of our student citizens
that this project receives a much-needed improvement.
There are many health care destinations with direct access from Manufacturing Drive and Bluff
Boulevard such as the Medical Associates Urgent Care, the Mercy South hospital, and few other
local clinics. Enhanced access to these destinations will improve the health and vitality of the
community. Manufacturing Drive is also a major ambulance and fire route to many areas of
town, which necessitates a wider than 2-lane road for emergency access.
In addition to the above quality of life enhancements related to vehicle traffic, it is expected that the
entire Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard corridor will receive pedestrian enhancements as
part of the reconstruction project. As discussed, a recreational path will be constructed along the
entirety of Manufacturing Drive. This is important because currently there is virtually zero pedestrian
access connecting these populated areas to the existing businesses at the west end of Clinton. In
addition, a wider sidewalk will be constructed all along Bluff Boulevard, which further connects the
neighborhoods in the center of Clinton to the Manufacturing Drive area. All these improvements
will be ADA compliant so that all citizens of Clinton will receive maximum pedestrian access to
all improvements and the surrounding areas.
Lastly, it is expected that any necessary communication infrastructure will be included as part of
this project. Currently, there is fiber optic in the western commercial area along Manufacturing
Drive and US Route 30 at the south end of this project. The City of Clinton will take the lead on
installing fiber optic ductwork and conduits as part of this project, which will serve as the backbone
for future implementation of a high-speed fiber and broadband network. This will positively affect
the quality of life of residents and businesses in Clinton for years to come.
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Secondary Selection Criteria
a. Innovation

Innovative design, construction materials, and contracting methods will be evaluated and used in
the Drive to Prosperity project.
i. Innovative Technologies
• A roundabout is planned at the intersection of Manufacturing Drive & Valley West Drive.
• Several intersections will be re-aligned along the corridor to improve intersection site
distance.
• The intersection of South 19th Street, South 14th Street, 7th Avenue South, and 2nd
Avenue South are planned to be signalized and will be interconnected with fiber. This
will allow for the traffic signal progression along the corridor to help reduce congestion.
In addition, emergency preemption will be added to each of these traffic signals to help
with public safety.
• Solar Powered pedestrian walkway and roadway LED lighting will be evaluated.
• The City will also be using innovative storm water treatment strategies as discussed here
to filter harmful pollutants from the storm water runoff before entering local streams.
ii. Innovative Project Delivery
• Permeable pavement will be evaluated and used on all residential side streets, particularly
on South 18th Street, 12th Avenue South, and the many cul-de-sacs. The City is experienced
with the design and installation of permeable pavers. Permeable pavement was recently
installed on 25th Avenue North.
• Pipe and conduits will be specified to use recycled plastic where possible.
• Lightweight cellular concrete will be used as backfill at the bridge excavation and
retaining walls throughout the corridor.
• The concrete pavement will be reused as pipe backfill and road base for the project.
iii. Contracting
• The City of Clinton would like to consider Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
Special Experimental Projects No. 14 (SEP-14) – Alternative Contracting guidelines
to speed up the construction process. This provision allows for cost-plus-time-bidding
which fits well with the Iowa DOT A+B bidding process. Therefore, the City would
use the Iowa DOT A+B bidding process to select the contractor and allow an incentive/
disincentive for completing the project based a set amount of time for construction.

b. Partnership

For the Drive to Prosperity project the City of Clinton has collaborated with the Iowa DOT, Iowa
American Water, Nestle Purina, and Alliant Energy. Along with the City of Clinton, these partners
have committed to fund $10,900,000 or 37 percent of the project cost.
• City of Clinton: The City will contribute $3,500,000 in support of this project. The project is
in the heart of the City of Clinton and is truly the main artery connecting the City to business,
retail, and residential neighborhoods. The City of Clinton will be the project sponsor and
funding partner in this project. The Engineering Department has successfully completed
urbanized Federal-aided Surface Transportation (STP) projects.
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• Iowa DOT: The state DOT will contribute $4,500,000 investment towards the project. The
project has the support from the Director of Iowa DOT, Mark Lowe, as can be found in
Appendix A.
• Iowa American Water: The water district has pledged $2,900,000 for the installation of a
new pump station and replacement of the 100-year-old watermains along the project corridor.
Manufacturing Drive is home to their local headquarters, their largest distribution water main,
and an important booster station located at South 19th Street & Manufacturing Drive. The
letter of support outlining Iowa American Water’s commitment to the project can be found
in Appendix A.
• Nestle Purina: This facility is fully supportive of the project especially in reducing flooding
that is caused by the Harts Mill Creek and Mill Creek. Nestle Purina is planning on partnering
on flood prevention infrastructure near their plant.
• Alliant Energy: Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard is an important corridor for the
electrical and gas service provided by Alliant Energy. Alliant Energy will partner with the
City to concurrently install underground electrical infrastructure in concrete vaults.

Non-Federal Revenue for Transportation Infrastructure Investment

The City of Clinton’s Capital Improvement Project (CIP) for FY2020 has allocated a total of
$3,500,000 along with another $4,500,000 from Iowa DOT.
This BUILD Grant will not only repair one of the most traveled roads in the city but allow momentum
to repair the remaining roads in the City. The City of Clinton remains committed to expending
$3,000,000 per year toward the pavement management plan.

V. Project Readiness
a. Technical Feasibility

The City of Clinton hired McClure Engineering Company to develop preliminary plans for the
project corridor. Design criteria was established for both Manufacturing Drive from US Route 30
to South 19th Street and for Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard from South 19th Street to 7th
Avenue North in accordance with Iowa DOT and SUDAS guidelines. A topographic survey was
obtained to assist with design development. NEPA environmental review as completed as can be
found here. A geotechnical review as also completed to determine expected conditions along the
corridor to assist with the project cost estimate. Utility maps have been obtained and reviewed to
evaluate underground conflicts.
A strip map, detailed plan sheets including typical section, select cross sections, and select profile
sheets found here have been produced for the project. These preliminary plans validate that the
design criteria can be met for the project. Quantities were calculated for major items of work and
detailed cost estimates were prepared for the project based on unit prices from the Iowa DOT
BidEx databases. As the design is preliminary and there are still several unknowns a 20 percent
contingency was added to the cost.
As can be seen in the next section, the proposed project schedule provides adequate time to meet
the BUILD Grant expenditure requirements.
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b. Project Schedule

The City intends to start the preliminary design by July 1, 2020 and be complete by December 2020.
Preliminary Right-of-way discussions have already started with property owners. Right-of-way
acquisition may take a few months after preliminary design is complete, but a reasonable bid letting
date will be October 2021 with construction performed in stages starting May 2022 and the total
project completed by November 2023 which will be well in advance of the September 30, 2026,
expenditure deadline for the BUILD grant. The project schedule which includes key milestones
are shown in Figure 11 and here. This schedule meets the timing requirements for an Iowa DOT
bid letting. It is to be noted that the project schedule has been established assuminga conventional
Design-Bid-Build process. The City intends to utilize the Iowa DOT’s A+B bidding process which
meets the requirements of the FHWA’s Special Experimental Projects No. 14 (SEP-14) – Alternative
Contracting guidelines which will further reduce the construction period.
Drive to Prosperity: Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard Reconstruction

Figure 11. Project Schedule

c. Required Approvals

Environmental Permits and Review
To meet the NEPA requirements for the BUILD Grant application, an environmental review of the
project corridor was completed June 2018 using available databases. The NEPA review included
the following 18 items as presented in the checklist on the following page.
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NEPA Checklist
Manufacturing Drive/S. Bluff Boulevard from U.S. 30 to North 5th Street
Clinton, Iowa

Resource Area
1
2
3
4
5

Woodlands: Will there be areas of significant impacts to woodlands
over 2 acres?
Threatened & Endangered Species: Will there be impacts to T & E
species or their habitat?
Right‐of‐Way and Displacements: Will right‐of‐way be acquired?
Homes displaced?
Cultural Resources (National Register of Historic Places and
Archaeological Resources: Will there be impacts to significant
cultural resources?
Floodplains and Water Quality: Is the project located in a 100‐year
floodplain?

6

Wetlands: Are wetlands present in the project corridor?

7

Farmland: Is farmland present in the project corridor?

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Parks and Section 6(f) Lands: Are parks present in the project
corridor? Do any of these parks fall under Section 6(f)?
Regulated Materials Sites: Is there high risk of encountering
regulated materials sites within the project corridor?
Noise Impacts: Will adjacent properties experience a noise impact
from the project?
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities: Will the project negatively impact
pedestrian and bike facilities?
Air Quality: Will the project have an adverse effect on air quality?
Environmental Justice Communities: Will the project have an adverse
impact on EJ populations?
Visual Impacts: Will there be significant negative visual impacts due
to the project?

Potential Effect
Yes

No
X
X

X1
X
X2
X3
X
X4
X
X
X
X
X
X
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The NEPA Summary in Appendix B provides more
information about each resource listed in the checklist.
Impacts due to the Manufacturing Drive project in
Clinton are expected to be minor and this project
will be consistent with federal, state and local law
relating to the environment and with community
plans. Overall, this project will benefit those living
and working near Manufacturing Drive as well as the
community of Clinton as a whole.
State and Local Approvals
This project is included in East Central
Intergovernmental Association’s Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP) and 2040 Long Range
Transportation Plan for the reconstruction on
Manufacturing Drive between the Union Pacific
Railroad crossing to Manufacturing Drive & South
Bluff Boulevard intersection. Once additional federal
funds are secured, the complete reconstruction and
resurfacing shown in the grant will be included in the
appropriate long-range plans and TIP.

Published article in the Clinton Herald
discussing the BUILD Grant public meeting
held by City officials in July 2019.

This project is consistent with the City’s goals,
initiatives, and strategies. Local and regional support for the project is expressed as shown in here,
Project Parties, and by the numerous support letters included in Appendix A.
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The City conducted two public information meetings on July 11th and July 19th, 2019 during the
preliminary plan prepatation meetings to gather feedback from residents. A third public information
meeting was conducted on June 17, 2019 that was primarily intended for the residents directly
impacted by the project. More information on these meetings can be seen here.

June 27, 2019 BUILD Grant public meeting. Almost all landowners who will be effected by Rightof-Way modifications were present and discussed in detail each of their situation. Clinton City
officials will meet with each individual landowner and provide appropriate financial support to
assist them in relocating to another home in Clinton.
Federal Approvals
No federal approvals are anticipated at this time to advance this project. While the City fully expects
a programmatic categorical exclusion per the NEPA, the proposed project schedule allows for a full
NEPA evaluation and approval process.
Assessment of Project Risk and Mitigation Strategies
The project presents minimal risk. The risks that we anticipate can be managed and are shown below:
Environmental unknowns:
• The City and consultants will conduct the environmental assessment to determine any
impact to the project. Any environmental concerns will be evaluated, and the project impact
assessed. Extra field evaluation will be performed if necessary.
Right-of Way and Easement Acquisition:
• Right-of way acquisition is a minor component and will not affect the schedule. Plenty of
time is built in the design schedule to enter the condemnation process if necessary. Many of
the businesses that will provide Right-of-way and easements are supporters of the project.
The properties likely to be a total acquisition are shown in Appendix C. The City has had
preliminary discussions with the property owners in anticipation of the Grant funding.
Flooding:
• The existing project is vulnerable to flooding due to its proximity to the Mississippi River.
The risk will be mitigated by having most of construction scheduled out of the flood season.
The City of Clinton has developed quick and efficient methods of utilizing the levee system
placing in the gates prior to the river rising above 16.5 inches, to ensure limited delays will
not affect the schedule.
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VI.

Benefit-Cost Analysis

A Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) was performed for the Drive to Prosperity Corridor. The project site
is a major arterial through the heart of Clinton and will help get people and goods to their destinations
more efficiently. The project also supports connectivity to the new bike pedestrian trail system the
currently has a gap within the project area.
• The proposed project will result in a net present value total cost of $24,376,228. The total
benefits to the project are estimated to be a net present value of $49,648,464. This results
in a Benefit Cost Ratio of 2.04. The project’s costs and benefits are documented below and
the assumptions used in the calculations can be found in the Excel Workbook in the grants.
gov application and here.
Benefits
Property Value Benefits
Environmental Benefits
Crash Reduction Benefits
Maintenance Benefits
Vehicle Operating Benefits
Vehicle Hours Cost
Social Benefits
TOTAL

Total Benefits
Undiscounted
$7,033,160
$2,613,171
$53,320,685
$1,894,562
$1,917,231
$45,961,371
$1,461,689
$114,201,869

Total Benefit
Total Benefit
Discounted at 7% Discounted at 3%
$5,553,359
$6,342,605
$1,105,883
$1,741,997
$22,256,410
$35,456,748
$1,317,886
$1,577,219
$800,265
$1,275,228
$17,155,972
$29,098,547
$1,461,689
$1,461,689
$49,648,464
$76,963,033

Reducing the amount of stormwater entering the outdated sewer system is critical to mitigate this
health hazard and improve the Mississippi River’s water quality. Clinton proposes to increase the
storm capacity and replace an outdated sanitary sewer system. When discounted over 25 years (at
7% rate), these improvements are expected to provide a $1.10 million benefit.
Clinton’s BCA estimates that the community will save approximately $2,221,695 in crashes per
year, beginning in 2022. When discounted over 24 years (7% rate), this amounts to a $22.26 million
benefit.
Some of the Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard pavement sections are over 100 years old.
Maintenance is scheduled approximately every 15 years, with the next maintenance effort scheduled
for 2023 and 2025. Given that the project includes extensive roadway rehabilitation and streetscaping
(reflected in costs), this maintenance can be deferred until 2038 and 2040. When discounted over
25 years (at 7% rate), this deferred maintenance provides a modest benefit of $1.31 million.
The project will help residents and commuters avoid the cost of owning a car, particularly lowincome households in the opportunity zone along Bluff Boulevard. According to AAA, owning
and operating a car costs $8,849 per year (AAA’s 2018 Your Driving Costs study). Each vehicle
that the project helps an individual avoid owning or using means significant funds are available
for other expenses. Providing transportation choices such as improved transit, better walkability
and bike lanes helps residents decide to forgo owning a personal vehicle and generates significant
local purchasing power.
Travel time savings will also contribute to quality of life. Less time spent behind the wheel will
provide residents with greater opportunities to enjoy leisure activities. Approximately 369,969
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hours will be saved by cars and 15,415 hours will be saved by trucks annually (increasing yearly
with projected volume increases) due to improving the corridor and synchronizing the signals and
connecting them with fiber. When discounted over 24 years (at 7% rate), this travel time savings
equates to a $17.10 million benefit.
The table below provides an overview of the current conditions along the project corridor and
summarizes some of the project’s elements and associated benefits.
Current Status/ No Build & Problem to be
Addressed

Change to No Build/Alternatives

Types of Impacts

Population Affected
by Impacts

Corridor has vacant or undeveloped parcels and
areas that are considered blighted.

The project includes extensive
streetscaping and accessibility
elements.

Increased property values
as a result of the extensive
streetscaping and
accessibility improvements.

Residents, business
owners, and tourists
will benefit.

Upgrade the storm water system.

Increase capacity of Strom
Water system will reduce
flooding and annual
maintenance costs for the
city.

The City and the
environment will
benefit.

Corridor has substantial amounts of impervious
surface and rainfall currently runs off these surfaces
into a Strom Water system. This excess water places
substantial strains on the existing Strom Water
system which is old and under capacity. The under
capacity strom water system is causing flooding as it
is not able to handle excessive strom water.
Corridor has outdated Sanitary Sewer system and it
exceed its capacity. Cracks and breaks in old sewer
lines is allowing Strom water to infiltrate the system
escalating flows to the point that the system
overloading the system.

Replace the existing Storm Water
system with more capacity system.

The Drive to Prosperity Corridor is dangerous and
experienced approximately 262 crashes from 2014 to
2018, 28 of which resulted in injuries.

The project includes traffic calming
measures on both Manufacturing
Drive and Bluff Boulevard.

The current road and sidewalk infrastructure is
crumbling and in need of immediate repair.
However, extensive maintenance is not scheduled
for the corridor until 2023.

The project includes substantial
roadway and sidewalk rehabilitation.

Pedestrian accessibility and mobility is limited by
the aging infrastructure, lack of ADA Accessible
Design, and overall gaps in the sidewalk network.

Due to lack of pedestrian accessibility and limited
mobility by the aging infrastructure, lack of ADA
Accessible Design, and overall gaps in the sidewalk
network discouraging travels to use other modes of
transportation.
Due to lack of signal connectivity and
synchronization the delay time through the corridor
is more.

The project is accommodating bike
and pedestrians by creating ADA
accessible design and address gaps in
the sidewalk network

The project replaces multiple turn
lanes with one turn lane and utilizes
signal phasing improvement. In
addition, the project addresses gaps in
the sidewalk network.
The project connects all the signals
within the corridor with fiber and
time them by time of day activity.
Hence improving the overall travel
time to the corridor.

Reduced burden on the
sewer system, which will
decrease treatment and
maintenance costs and
lower the capacity
requirements for future
pumps (which, in turn, will
lower the replacement
costs)
Fewer crashes. Wider
sidewalks and curb
extensions will increase
pedestrian network
connectivity and reduce the
crossing distances for
pedestrians.

The City and the
environment will
benefit.

All populations will
benefit.

Safer streets, better
pavement quality, and
opportunities for additional
revitalization.

All populations will
benefit.

Improve safety for
Pedestrian and Bicyclists
and attract more people to
walk and bike and corridor.

Pedestrians, cyclists,
and those who use
wheelchairs or
motor-assisted
scooters will benefit
from the traffic
calming and ADA
improvements.
Students will greatly
benefit by the
increased mobility
and safety.

Reduced vehicle miles
traveled due to reduction in
number of vehicle due to
mode shift.

All populations will
benefit.

Reduced vehicle hours
traveled due to reduction in
travel time in the corridor.

All populations will
benefit.

Federal Wage Rate Certification

The City of Clinton will comply with the requirements stated in Subchapter 31 of Title 40 of the
United States code of Federal Wage Requirements.
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The Honorable Elaine L. Chao
Secretary of Transportation
US Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20590
RE: Support for the City of Clinton’s Drive to Prosperity: Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard
Reconstruction BUILD Grant Application
Dear Secretary Chao:
Alliant Energy enthusiastically supports the City of Clinton’s application for funding through the US
Department of Transportation’s BUILD Transportation Discretionary Grant Program.
A strong transportation network is imperative to our success. Completing the Manufacturing Drive and Bluff
Boulevard reconstruction project – a total reconstruction and enhancement of the alignment from US Route 30
to 7th Avenue North – will ensure the safe, efficient movement of people and goods for decades to come.
The BUILD-supported reconstruction project will allow the City of Clinton to simultaneously enhance the
safety and capacity of the corridor all while making several environmental enhancements in the area. The
project will enhance access to essential services, including multiple healthcare providers, a safe route for
students from Clinton STEM Academy’s Campus to the high school, and will bolster pedestrian and bicyclist
amenities, supporting both increased community vibrancy and better health outcomes. Furthermore, the project
will include the infrastructure necessary for future implementation of a high-speed fiber and broadband
network, which will position our community to be a 21st century leader and serve as a primary gateway to the
area that has been identified as an “Opportunity Zone” by the US Department of the Treasury.
Alliant Energy believes the BUILD-supported reconstruction project will assist in the efficient movement of our
vehicles around the community as we provide safe and reliable service to our customers in Clinton. We also
feel improved traffic flow will assist our customers and bring economic vitality to the area.
We are pleased to support the City of Clinton’s BUILD Grant application for the Drive to Prosperity:
Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard Reconstruction. This project is important to the economic vitality of the
region; it will improve the quality of life and allow the City to improve the condition of key infrastructure.
Sincerely,

Steve Shupp
Senior Economic Development Manager
Alliant Energy
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Director’s Office
800 L incoln Way l Ames , IA 50010
P hone: 515-239-1111

June 12, 2018

The Honorable Elaine L. Chao
Secretary, United States Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20590
SUBJECT: Support for the City of Clinton’s Drive to Prosperity: Manufacturing Drive/Bluff
Boulevard Reconstruction BUILD Grant Application
Dear Secretary Chao:
I would like to extend my support to the City of Clinton’s application for the BUILD Discretionary
Grant (BUILD Grant). The City's proposed project, known as the Drive to Prosperity:
Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard Reconstruction, is vital to the transportation connectivity
and economy of not only the city but of the entire region.
Completing the Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard reconstruction project – a total
reconstruction and enhancement of the alignment from US Route 30 to 7th Avenue North – will
ensure the safe, efficient movement of people and goods for decades to come. It will also serve as
the primary gateway to the area identified as an “Opportunity Zone” by the US Department of the
Treasury.
Project
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

benefits include:
Maintain community access to jobs
Restores a major truck route
Restores structural integrity of key creek crossings to mitigate flooding incidents
Enhances multi-modal transportation and promotes walkability and safe bicycling route
throughout the corridor
Provides safe route for students from the Clinton STEM Academy’s Campus to the high
school
Supports a growing downtown residential community, including low income housing
Improving connectivity to neighborhoods and communities throughout the metro area and
beyond
Includes innovative and sustainable green infrastructure improvements that will reduce
storm water impacts, maintenance costs and avoid a significant increase in electricity costs.
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I am pleased to support the City of Clinton’s BUILD Grant application for the Drive to Prosperity:
Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard Reconstruction. This project is important to the economic
vitality of the region; it will improve the quality of life and allow the City to improve the condition of
key infrastructure.

Sincerely,

Mark Lowe
Director
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To Whom It May Concern:
The Let's Live Healthy Lifestyle Coalition writes on behalf of supporting the Build Grant Project (BGP)
involving the two major roadways; Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard. The LLHC coalition has a
master plan including action plans in three areas – Move More, Eat Well and Feel Better. The BGP will
benefit the quality of life specifically supporting the Move More action plans.
1. Sidewalk Maintenance Plan
a. Increase pedestrian and cyclist safety
b. Increase physical activity and improve fitness
2. Increase use of the bike network
a. Increase cyclist safety
b. Increase the number of people using the bike lanes/bike paths
The LLHC is made up of community leaders that are working to improve the health of the Clinton area.
Members of the coalition consist of: ISU extension office, ASAC, Superintendent, City Manager,
Assistant City Engineer, County Board, Public Health, Mercy Medical Center, YWCA, Clinton Community
College, Clinton and Fulton Schools, PTO, and HyVee.

Respectfully submitted,
Andrea Barnett, MSHP, CWHC
Community Health and Wellness Coordinator
Mercy Medical Center
1410 N. 4th St.
Clinton, IA 52732
barnetta@mercyhealth.com
563‐244‐5801
Shannon Sander‐Welzien
YWCA Clinton, Executive Director
(563)242‐2110 x.101
ed@ywcaclinton.org
Michele Cullen RN,BS
Community Health Manager
(563) 244‐4923
fax (563) 242‐7197
cullenm@genesishealth.com
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The Lyons Business and Professional Association wholeheartedly supports the City
of Clinton’s BUILD application for Manufacturing Drive & Bluff Boulevard (MDBB).
First and foremost, the project perfectly fits the BUILD grant criteria. During a
planning session, for every BUILD category, the MDBB project outranked, or tied, other
projects because the project provides immediate, short term, and long term opportunities
for the growth and development of Clinton.
Secondly, for the Association, the benefits are easily seen. By retaining business
levels and growing businesses along MDBB, there are more consumers and residents. By
building up housing, there are more consumers and residents with the added benefit of
more housing for young professional families. By creating safety for thousands of school
children, it brings families to town. The project provides a template for implementation of
high speed cable. It also alleviates flooding and improves the environment. MDBB allows
for countless other projects to develop along connecting corridors and side roads, i.e.
permeable pavers which has transformed the Lyons District.
Finally, the template for why MDBB is perfect for BUILD becomes the template for
the successful completion of Veteran’s Memorial Drive. We want VMD to be developed to a
similar state as MDBB, where for every category you can easily list the partners, the other
grant matches, the public/private match, the development impact, the economic impact,
the growth of quality of life, the bold and innovative engineering plans, etc... Like with
MDBB, the council has started to grow VMD through commitments in the CIP and other
means, which we thank the council for.
We are excited to support MDBB because we know it will transform the city and
help open up development throughout the city.
PO Box 3214

Sincerely,
LBPA

Clinton, IA 52732

LBPAclintonIA@gmail.com
LBPAclintonIA.wixsite.com/LBPAclintonIA
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6/18/19
The Honorable Elaine L. Chao
Secretary of Transportation
US Department of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20590
RE:

Support for the City of Clinton’s Drive to Prosperity: Manufacturing Drive/Bluff Boulevard Reconstruction
BUILD Grant Application

Dear Secretary Chao:
Nestlé Purina PetCare Company, which has operated a pet food manufacturing facility in Clinton since 1969,
enthusiastically supports the City of Clinton’s application for funding through the US Department of Transportation’s
BUILD Transportation Discretionary Grant Program.
Nestlé Purina’s mission is to enrich the lives of pets and the people who love them, and this includes our employees
and visitors to our facility, such as those who transport our products. A strong transportation network is imperative
to our success. Completing the Manufacturing Drive and Bluff Boulevard reconstruction project – a total
reconstruction and enhancement of the alignment from US Route 30 to 7th Avenue North – will ensure the safe,
efficient movement of people and goods for decades to come.
The BUILD-supported reconstruction project will allow the City of Clinton to simultaneously enhance the safety and
capacity of the corridor all while making several environmental enhancements in the area. The raising of the road
over a foot and the widening of both bridges to allow for modification of both Mill and Harts Mill Creeks will be
synchronized with Nestlé Purina’s upcoming project to place a secondary dike on the north side of the property to
help protect the plant from flooding. In July of 2017, severe flooding resulted in losses in excess of $1.5MM for our
factory. We support any additional assistance in the future prevention of such an occurrence. Furthermore, the
project will include the infrastructure necessary for future implementation of a high-speed fiber and broadband
network, which will position our community to be a 21st century leader and serve as a primary gateway to the area
that has been identified as an “Opportunity Zone” by the US Department of the Treasury.
For Nestlé Purina specifically, the BUILD-supported reconstruction project will create a much safer entrance and exit
to our location. We pride ourselves on the outstanding safety culture we have instilled in our factory for employees
and visitors. This project, with the creation of the turn lanes, as well as the implementation of the roundabout near
our entrance, will help alleviate unnecessary risk and aid in more efficient inbound and outbound truck traffic. We
look forward to this reconstruction project and helping support it in any way we can.
We are pleased to support the City of Clinton’s BUILD Grant application for the Drive to Prosperity: Manufacturing
Drive/Bluff Boulevard Reconstruction. This project is important to the economic vitality of the region; it will
improve the quality of life and allow the City to improve the condition of key infrastructure.
Sincerely,

Roger Brecht
Plant Manager
Nestlé Purina
Clinton, Iowa

To: Whom it may concern,

We would like to let you know that our entire group known as the Riverbend Bicycle Club unanimously
supports this project. This route serves as a major transportation artery right in to the core of our
community. To expand and improve this route to include and accommodate all forms of transportation
from large trucks all the way down to pedestrians and cyclists can be nothing but a great thing for all of
the people in this city. Thanks for giving this your consideration,
Chad Jensen
President,
Riverbend Bicycle Club
Owner,
The Bicycle Station
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BUILD Grant Trail
Proposed Trail-Directly Effected
Proposed Trail– Indirectly Effected
Existing Trail
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APPENDIX B
NEPA SUMMARY

NEPA STATUS
To meet the NEPA requirements for the BUILD Grant application, an environmental review of the
project corridor was completed using available databases. The NEPA review included the following:
• Regulated Materials Sites
• Woodlands
• Noise Impacts
• Threatened/Endangered Species
• Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities
• Right-of-Way and Displacements
• Air Quality
• Cultural Resources (National Register
of Historic Places and archaeological
• Environmental Justice Communities
resources)
• Visual Impacts
• Floodplains and Water Quality
• Construction/Detour Impacts
• Wetlands
• Safety
• Farmland
• Utilities
• Parks and Section 6(f) Lands
• Mitigation Measures
1. Woodlands: Wooded areas are located along the bluff beginning just south of 14th Street
and extending north to the end of the project at 7th Ave North. Wooded areas in excess of
2 acres are protected by Iowa law and would require mitigation. In addition, cutting trees
would have to be done in compliance with the Migratory Bird Act to minimize impact to
migrating birds. Given the small amount of right-of-way anticipated for this project, impacts
to woodlands are expected to minor.
2. Threatened/Endangered Species: A total of 80 state and federally-listed species are shown
on Iowa DNR’s Natural Areas Inventory for Clinton County, Iowa. Coordination with Iowa
DNR and USFWS will be conducted to obtain a more project-specific list as the project
moves forward. However, given the urban setting of this project, along with the small
amount of right-of-way anticipated to be needed, it is unlikely threatened or endangered
species will be encountered. Appropriate mitigation measures will be taken if protected
species or their habitat are encountered.
3. Right-of-Way and Displacements: The exact amount of right-of-way is not known at this
time but the project will be done within existing right-of-way limits as much as possible
to minimize impacts to adjacent properties. Two homes may be displaced at intersections
where it is necessary to realign the intersecting side streets to improve safety and engineering
geometrics. These intersections are South Bluff Blvd and Manufacturing Drive; and 4th Ave
North and North Bluff Blvd. Compensatory mitigation for property acquisitions will be
based on fair market value and will be given without discrimination.
4. Cultural Resources: A Phase 1A Cultural Resources review was conducted in June, 2018 by
the Office of the State Archaeologist. Based on this review, a National Register of Historic
Places listed district, the Castle Terrace Historic District was noted. If right-of-way is required
north of Bluff Blvd and/or 8th Ave S, then consultation with the State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) will be required. Given the size of the project and relatively high potential
for containing archaeological deposits, a Phase 1 archaeological survey is recommended.
The Phase 1A Cultural Resources Evaluation is here.
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5. Floodplains and Water Quality: Two streams are located at the southern end of the project:
Harts Mill Creek and Mill Creek. From Lincoln Way (U.S. 30) to approximately S. 19th
Street, Manufacturing Drive EPA’s NEPAssist shows FEMA 100-year floodplain and the
floodway related to these creeks (Figure 1). The bridges over both creeks are proposed to
be replaced as part of this project. The bridges will be designed so that there is no rise in the
surface elevation of the streams. An Iowa DNR Floodplain Development Permit and Section
404 Permit will be obtained during final design. Best practices will be employed during
construction to minimize temporary impacts to water quality during construction. A National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit will be obtained from Iowa DNR
and a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) will be prepared as part of the NPDES.
6. Wetlands: Waters of the US include wetlands, streams, rivers, etc and are regulated by the
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). For impacts over 0.1 acre, a Section 404 permit
is required. Using USFWS Wetland Mapper, forested wetlands were shown adjacent to
Mill Creek (Figure 2). Field delineations will be conducted as the project moves into final
design to determine wetland impacts. Permitting and any required mitigation will be done
in coordination with Iowa DNR and USACE.
7. Farmland: There is no farmland in the project corridor.
8. Parks and Section 6(f) Lands: One park is located adjacent to the project corridor. Neubauer
Park, a city-owned park, located at 7th Ave S and S Bluff Blvd, is 1.1 acres and has a gazebo
and playground. Efforts will be made to avoid this park since it would fall under Section
4(f). According to Iowa DNR’s Land and Water Conservation Fund webpage, this park nor
any other land along the corridor falls under Section 6(f).
9. Regulated Materials Sites: Using Iowa DNR Facility Explorer, a total of six leaking
underground storage tanks were found along the project corridor. All but one have received a
No Action Required closure from Iowa DNR. The sixth site has been designated as low risk.
Impacts to these properties will be determined as the project is developed and appropriate
acquisition recommendations will be made as necessary. Should any contaminated material
be encountered during construction, it will be handled in accordance with state and federal
regulations.
10. Noise Impacts: Projects to increase capacity of a roadway require a noise analysis. This will
be done using the most recent FHWA TNM software as the project is developed. It is not
anticipated that significant noise impacts will occur warranting mitigation measures such as
a noise wall.
11. Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities: This project proposes to construct recreational trail
along the entire length. The bike trail would connect residential area of Bluff Blvd to Valley
Bluff commercial shopping district. Sidewalk would be reconstructed on the south side of
the roadway. This enhancement would improve access to Bluff Elementary School and bike
trail along Manufacturing Drive.
12. Air Quality: This project is not expected to have significant impact on air quality and will
comply with both Iowa’s current State Implementation Plan for attaining the national ambient
air quality standards (which contains no transportation control measures), and with the
conformity requirements for the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. Short-term air quality
impacts associated with dust and equipment emissions during construction are controlled by
standard contract and equipment specifications.
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13. Environmental Justice (EJ) Communities: EJ populations are protected from disproportionate
impacts due to a project. Using US Census Bureau and EPA’s EJ Screen, populations of
minority, low income and older (over 64 years) persons were identified (Figures 3-5). In the
northeast portion of the project area (1st Ave N to 7th Ave N, east of N Bluff Blvd), there is a
population of low income persons. In the bluff area of the project, west of S Bluff Blvd, there
is a high population of persons over 64 years of age. Although there are these areas as well
as other pockets of EJ populations, this project would not have a disproportionate impact on
them. This project would improve the existing roadway and add pedestrian accommodations
to the transportation facility which would benefit these populations as well as the community
as a whole. In addition, an Opportunity Zone overlaps the project area (Figure 6). Opportunity
Zones, a new tax advantage program through the US Treasury, are created in low income areas
to spur economic growth and investment through private development. The improvement
of Manufacturing Drive would be one element or step towards encouraging development in
the designated Opportunity Zone.
14. Visual Impacts: No detrimental impacts to the viewshed are anticipated. A new roadway
with bike trail and sidewalk would be a benefit to the visual appeal of Manufacturing Drive.
15. Construction/Detour Impacts: Traffic flow on Manufacturing Drive will be restricted
throughout the construction period in order to accommodate a phased construction method. The
use of a phase construction method eliminates the need for road closures during construction.
Access to adjacent businesses will be available throughout construction to minimize impact
to them.
16. Safety: Improving Manufacturing Drive is expected to reduce crash rates. A new 3-lane
roadway with a center turn lane as well as right turn lanes at key intersections would help
with peak hour traffic congestion. Several skewed intersections would be realigned so that
they are at 90 degrees which would improve sight distance and safety. Also adding bike trail
and sidewalks would allow pedestrians to safely use the corridor.
17. Utilities: This project will require coordination with a number of utilities including: Alliant
Energy; Iowa Hospital Association; CenturyLink; Iowa American Water Company (IWC);
MidAmerican Energy; Windstream Communications; Iowa Communications Network; Unite
Private Networks, LLC; Mediacom Broadband, LLC; and city of Clinton. This project also
includes separation of storm and sanitary sewer which will benefit local residents by reducing
potential basement backups. During design, utility relocation plans will be developed in
coordination with utility providers to accommodate their presence and minimize disruptions.
18. Mitigation Measures: No specific mitigation measures have been identified or developed
at this time. As the project moves into design, there could be need to mitigate wetlands,
woodlands, and parks may be needed. Compensatory mitigation will be based on fair market
value for right-of-way acquired as part of the project. Depending on the depth and extent
of excavation for the proposed improvements, it is possible that chemical and/or petroleum
contaminated soils could be encountered. Any contaminated soils that are disturbed should
be segregated and stockpiled until it can be transported to an appropriate landfill. Other
construction contractors will be expected to follow standard Best Management Practices
(BMPs) throughout construction.
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